Post-production—7 Editing Picture

Lesson Plans

Post-production

7

Editing
Picture

Class level

From third class upwards

Learning Objectives

The child will be enabled to
— Understand basic purpose of the editing process
— Organise the visual narrative of the story
—
— Understand how basic editing software works
— Operate basic functions of editing software
—

Methodologies

Individual and group work

Resources

Editing software; iMovie or Windows Movie Maker PC
Mac Computer or Tablet Device

Time

Approximately two class sessions

Curriculum links

English—Reading, information retrieval skills, responding to text
Visual arts—Awareness of colour, form, tone, pattern, rhythm, space
Music—Listening and responding to music, awareness of tempo, style, rhythm

Film portfolio

Viewing
The director, editor, all other crew members and the actors get together and view
the footage. Notes can be made on what shots and sequences “work,” and are
considered good. This involves the whole group before editing.
Tips
and music, the titles, and the graphics. They can also view the recorded work done
so far by connecting the camera or smart device to a data projector. This facilitates
take their own notes of which clips/footage is best to use and it can be put to a vote.

Continuity Notes
Continuity notes can have a lot of importance when it comes to editing. If you have
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Editing Programs
Basic (Recommended)
—
— iMovie

Advanced
— Sony Vegas
— Adobe Premier Elements
— Final Cut Pro

Process of Editing Using Basic Editing Programs
1. Importing Your Footage
the computer and into the editing software. This can be done in a few easy steps
— Connect your device to the computer
— Open your editing program
— Select ‘Import From Device’

importing into
tutorials for this on

2. Editing Footage
All video editors perform the same basic set of functions. They allow you to
— Cut and paste video scenes into a tight, cohesive video with smooth transitions
between sections
— Separate audio tracks for background music or narration
—
— Fade your video slowly to or from black or white, or use dissolves and wipes
—
overexposure or under-exposure, or to make minor colour corrections
— Use video overlay to superimpose a graphic, such as a logo, over your video
Video editors also allow you to select and arrange the shots into sequences on a

Your chosen shots can be arranged and rearranged within the timeline, as you wish.
This allows you to adjust one shot without changing the shot before or after it, but it
does change when they occur.

shot will “slide” down so that there is no gap. If a shot is lengthened, all following
shots will be pushed further down the timeline to allow for the new, amended shot.
This allows the editor to decide how to adjust something in a sequence. Mastering
this technique gives you control when working with sound and picture separately.
Tip
Remember the most important function of the editing process is to tell your story
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Cutting On Action
One way to cut invisibly is to use the motion in a shot to fool the viewer’s eye. If
the eye is following a subject moving across the screen from left to right, a cut can
be made to a shot with something else moving from left to right in about the same
next object, because the eye is attracted to motion.

tutorials for this on

Tips
—
—
and legibility.
— The size should be large enough to be easily read.
— A drop shadow on a title helps to separate it from the background.
— The titles should remain on the screen long enough to be read. This should be
— The opening title should be simple.
—
— Spell names correctly.
— Don’t forget to credit anyone!

Dissolve
shot. A dissolve elongates an edit transition. This can be useful in showing the
passage of time.
Fade—is a half dissolve; it is a transition between a shot and black. Shots can fade
in or fade out.
—is a software function that allows a shot to be sped up or slowed
down.
Tip

tutorials for this on
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4. Exporting— Sharing Your Film

DVDs, shared on vimeo, youtube or emailed.

See Tutorials on FÍS website: http://www.fisfilmproject.ie
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